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The DUO System

The DUO divided bucket is our 8.5gal/36L split mop 
bucket. It has two compartments consisting of a 

5gal/19L rinse water section in the rear and a 4.5gal/17L 
compartment for cleaning solution in the front. This allows 

the mop to release the majority of dirt and debris in the 
rinse water section after you have cleaned an area. This 
keeps the solution side less contaminated and reducing 

cross contamination. It comes with a down press 
wringer with a one year guarantee!
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keeps the solution side less contaminated and reducing 
cross contamination. It comes with a down press 

wringer with a one year guarantee!

Part#s
DUO (Lime green)

DUO B (Blue)
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Keep It Clean

Unlike most traditional buckets and wringers 
the DUO System has a solid dividing wall. This 
particular feature keeps the dirty rinse water 

and the cleaning solution completely separate 
from one another. Cutting down on cross 

contamination and insuring the mop is “cleaning 
with clean”. 

Smooth Durability 

These casters allow for a smoother transitions 
between thresholds. No more water sloshing 

around and spilling over.

The DUO System casters are equip with swivel 
construction, a double ball bearing raceway with 

axle bearings and nylon, streak free wheels.

Discover The Difference

The Duo System is a perfect way to start 
cleaning with microfi ber systems. If you are 

currently using a traditional mop and bucket, this 
upgrade will open the doorway to some of the 

many benefi ts of cleaning with microfi ber.

With the DUO System you’ll be able to; wash 
and reuse the microfi ber mop heads, save 

on water and chemicals cost while exhibiting 
cleaning tools that demonstrate a serious 

approach to your facilities sanitation.

GUARANTEED
One Year

One Year
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The Microfi ber
Premium TUBE Mop

The 4D Cleaning™ premium TUBE mops are a fantastic 
replacement for the traditional cotton string mop. They 
feature large, tubular microfi ber construction to tackle 

heavy soil with no exposed seams to ensure longevity, a 7” 
scrubber band at the top for removing hard to clean debris 
and a sewn in band along the bottom to maintain the mops 

structural integrity. 

Part#s
MopS (yellow-small) 
MopM (green-medium) 
MopL (blue-large)
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Part#
MOPJAWS

Part#
MOPHOLDER

replacement for the traditional cotton string mop. They 
feature large, tubular microfi ber construction to tackle 

heavy soil with no exposed seams to ensure longevity, a 7” 
scrubber band at the top for removing hard to clean debris 
and a sewn in band along the bottom to maintain the mops 

structural integrity. 

MopS (yellow-small) 
MopM (green-medium) 
MopL (blue-large)

Durable Scrubber Head

Premium Tube mops incorporate scrubber 
heads on both sides of the 7” head. 

Color Coded Band

A sewn in, color coded band helps to 
maintain the mops structural integrity and 

easily identify the size by same colored 
head and tail-band.
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Part#s
WAVETABB18 (blue)
WAVETABR18 (red)
WAVETABG18 (green)
WAVETABY18 (yellow)

Part#
TABFRAME

The Microfi ber TAB Mop

The 4D Cleaning™ TAB mop is our Trio-Split™ Technology, 
18”/46cm  microfi ber WAVE mop with tabs on each end 

to fi t snug onto our collapsible TAB frame. This mop 
head works in conjunction with the 4D Cleaning™ DUO 
or Divided Bucket System. It’s available in four different 
colors and is guaranteed for 1,000 laundry processes.Trio-Split™ Technology

Trio-Split™ Technology allows the TAB 
mop to pick up more dirt, dust and 

debris. It also prevents ballooning in the 
laundering process and can hold more 

cleaning solution than any other microfi ber 
mop of its size.

Double Stitched Durability

Unlike most microfi ber fl at mop the 4D 
Cleaning™ TAB mop is double stitched 

throughout the entire mop. This keeps the 
mop loops in tack during use and is part of 
the reasons why we guarantee our mops 

for up to 1,000 laundry processes.

GUARANTEED
Processes

1,0
00 Laundry

Part#s
eHandle72




